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Foreword
The OECD Futures Project on Risk Management Policies aims to assist OECD countries in identifying the
challenges of managing risks in the 21st century, and contributing to their reflection on how best to address
those challenges. Its focus is placed on the consistency of risk management policies and on their ability to
deal with the challenges, present and future, created by systemic risks. It is designed in two phases. In
Phase 1, the countries participating in the project propose specific themes as case studies of their risk
management policies. For each proposal, the OECD Secretariat prepares an overview of the issue covering
both recent international developments of interest and the national policy context. In addition, the
Secretariat elaborates a tool for self-assessment and review, consisting of one or several questionnaires
following the methodological framework of the project. This prepares the ground for Phase 2 in which an
in-depth review of the risk management issues will be conducted by a team of experts for those countries
that wish it. Self-assessments will be used as the basis of these reviews. At the end of phase 2, a crosscountry report will bring together the lessons learned from the project, and identify opportunities for
sharing best practices and improving risk management.

In the framework of the OECD Futures Project on Risk Management Policies in Selected OECD Countries
(RMP), the Japanese Cabinet Office and the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (MLIT) have
proposed a Phase 1 case study on “Strategic Disaster Mitigation Policy for Large-Scale Earthquakes”.
Japan is one of the most earthquake-prone countries in the world, and although the high level of economic
and technological development has permitted the country to reduce human and economic consequences of
earthquakes, the risk of a large-scale disaster cannot be eliminated. The most recent example of this is the
Kobe (Great Hanshin-Awaji) earthquake in 1995 which caused the death of more than 6 000 persons.

This study lays the ground for self-assessment and review of the earthquake disaster preparedness system
of Japan. It has been prepared by Reza Lahidji and Marit Undseth from the OECD International Futures
Program. The authors have benefited from the support of Hideki Hirai, at the Japanese Cabinet Office,
Yoshiyuki Imamura, at the UNESCO, Masaru Kunitomo, at the River Bureau (MLIT), Kazuo Umeda, at
Infrastructure Development Institute (IDI), as well as from the guidance of the Steering Group to the
OECD Futures Project (see the list of Steering Group members in annex). The study is issued under the
responsibility of the Secretary General of the OECD.
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Introduction

In the past decade, it has become increasingly evident that the destruction potential of a wide range of
natural and man-made hazards was growing in many OECD countries. One of the major reasons behind
this trend is the concentration of people and economic assets in hazard-prone areas. In such circumstances,
technology can mitigate the impact of hazards, but only to a certain degree. This was observed in Kobe
during the 1995 Great Hanshin-Awaji earthquake, where several hundred thousand people were left
temporarily homeless, and where the entire city infrastructure had broken down. It is impossible for a city
government, or even a region, to manage such a situation on its own. The increasing threat of ‘mega-risks’
therefore urges for the creation of partnerships between the public and private sector, and between local
community groups and the national government in order to assess, prevent and respond to harmful events.

Seismic risk management policies in Japan are constantly confronting the possibility of other disasters of
the magnitude of Kobe, as indicated by damage projections for the next major Tonankai-Nankai and Tokai
earthquakes in central Honshu. The Kobe earthquake highlighted some inadequacies in the Japanese
disaster preparedness system, notably in preparedness at the city government level, in communication
between government agencies, and in the seismic resistance of the building stock. In the ten years
following it, many measures have been taken to address these problems.

The aim of this study is to establish the basis for an appraisal of the earthquake disaster preparedness
system in Japan. To this end, the study reviews recent experiences of earthquakes which are significant
now and which might be of particular relevance for the coming decades. From these, the study then draws
some lessons for disaster preparedness and mitigation policy, considered in a holistic way.

The first part of the study looks at the specific situation of Japan and its disaster management system. The
second part gives a short overview of recent earthquake disasters, with a particular focus on Kobe, and the
lessons learnt from these disasters. Part three then discusses possible policy responses. Annex 1 to the
study gives a description of the main features of the earthquake disaster management system in Japan,
following the project’s methodological framework1. Annex 2 lists the main laws and regulations applying
to earthquake disaster management. Annex 3 presents the self-assessment questionnaires. Finally, Annex 4
provides a list of the members of the Steering Group to the OECD Futures Project on Risk Management
Policies.

1

See OECD, 2003.
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I. Earthquake disaster management in Japan

National context
Japan has a total population of 127 million (2000 census), of which about 26 percent lives in the Greater
Tokyo Area (Tokyo, and the three neighbouring prefectures of Saitama, Kanagawa and Chiba). Tokyo
itself has about 12 million inhabitants (as of 1 September 2003).
At an average population density of 340 persons per km in 2003,2 Japan is one of the most densely
populated countries in the world, but there is great variation within the country. Density is highest around
the city agglomerations of Tokyo (the population density is about 13 000 per km2 in the centre of Tokyo2),
Nagoya and Osaka (the so-called Kansai area) on the main island of Honshu, and lowest in the inland, and
on the northern island of Hokkaido. Habitation is predominantly coastal, with the exception of the Kanto
plain (greater Tokyo).
Figure 1 – Population density in Japan (persons / km2)

Source: Japan Statistics Bureau, 2004.

The country is subject to natural hazards, in particular to earthquakes. This comes from its location at the
intersection of at least three tectonic plates: the Pacific Plate, the Philippine Sea Plate, and the Eurasian
2

Source: Tokyo Metropolitan Government, n.a.
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plate. Earthquakes occur when pressure is exerted by one plate on the other and can roughly be divided
into three groups:3
1) earthquakes occurring near the plate boundary;
2) earthquakes occurring inside the plate; and
3) shallow inland earthquakes.
The Pacific coast of the Japanese archipelago is currently pushed upwards by the subducting Pacific and
Philippine Sea Plates. This leads to very high earthquake activity in the coastal area running from
Hokkaido in the north to the south-eastern tip of Honshu, and outside Kyushu in the south (see figure 2). In
comparison, shallow inland earthquakes occur relatively rarely. The earthquake in Kobe in 1995 was such
an inland earthquake.
Figure 2 – Earthquakes of M 7 or more in the Japanese archipelago
(1885-1995, depths of 100 km or less)

Source: Japanese Headquarters for Earthquake Research Promotion, n.a.

Centuries of earthquake records in Japan have allowed analysing the historic recurrence patterns of certain
earthquakes. This applies for instance to the earthquakes originating in the Nankai trough outside the

3

See Japanese Headquarters for Earthquake Research Promotion, n.a.
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Pacific coastline of Tokyo, Nagoya and Osaka, which have historically occurred at 100-150 years’
intervals4 (see box 1).
Box 1 – Predicting earthquakes
The forecasted occurrence of an earthquake is to an increasing extent expressed in probability. Such forecasts can
either be time-independent, using a Poisson law of probability derived from historical earthquake records, on the
assumption that these records are long enough to encompass all earthquake occurrences. The Poisson probability
could thus give an average probability of an earthquake occurrence over the long term. Second, there is the renewal
model of earthquake probability, which measures the likelihood of occurrence on the basis of earthquake cycles and
major faults. There is, however, disagreement over the feasibility of renewal probability. One point of view is that
earthquakes are a self-critical system, i.e. a system with many units that interact locally and which reaches a
dynamical state which is far from the equilibrium state, with new behaviour ensuing from each new interaction
between the units, as exemplified by a pile of sand. Adding one grain of sand to the pile may or may not create an
avalanche, and the next avalanche may be of any size. Observation of one grain of sand will give no further
knowledge of the future sand pile. Earthquakes, according to this view, are simply too complex to be predicted
reliably and accurately. The contenders indicate that this theory does not qualify for large earthquakes, because a
number of factors need to be fulfilled before such large earthquakes can take place. For instance, large earthquakes
tend to occur along matured faults and they can only occur after a considerable amount of the elastic strain energy has
been stored in the medium surrounding the fault. A long time period is needed before the strain energy has reached
the critical level necessary to produce another quake.
While the debate continues, it is increasingly recognised that recurrence time and probable magnitude for large
earthquakes along well-known faults can be forecasted, based on fault segment size, rupture history and strain
accumulation. This has made it possible to carry out limited cost-benefit analyses and raise awareness in the public.
Sources: Ludwin, 2001; Geller, 1997; and University of Tokyo, Earthquake Prediction Research Centre.

These earthquakes are given different names according to their source region – the Nankai and Tonankai
earthquakes refer to those earthquakes originating in the area between Kyushu and the south-eastern tip of
Honshu, whereas the Tokai earthquakes’ source area is found further east, about 100 km south of Tokyo
Bay. According to this forecast, there is an 80-90 percent probability of the Nankai and Tonankai
earthquakes occurring before 2050 (see table 1).5
The Tokai earthquake, estimated at M8, is overdue. The last Tokai earthquake occurred in 1854, and with a
traditional cycle of recurrence of 100-150 years, it is considered very likely to occur at any moment.

4

Source: Shizuoka Prefecture, 2001.

5

Source: Kochi Prefecture, 2005
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Efforts have been made to measure the consequences of these anticipated earthquakes. It has been found
that the Nankai/Tonankai and the Tokai earthquakes could lead to maximum 18 000 and 9 200 casualties,
and 360 000 and 260 000 completely destroyed buildings respectively.6
Table 1 – Earthquake occurrence probabilities for Tonankai and Nankai earthquakes
Evaluation time

Within 10 years

Within 30 years

Within 50 years

Tonankai

1 Jan. 2001

About 10%

About 50 %

80-90%

(appr. M8.1)

1 Jan. 2005

10-20%

About 60%

About 90%

Nankai

1 Jan. 2001

Less than 10%

About 40%

About 80%

appr. M8.4)

1 Jan. 2005

About 10%

About 50%

About 80%

Source: Japanese Headquarter of Earthquake Research Promotion.

The source areas of both the Nankai/Tonankai and Tokai earthquakes are among the most densely
populated areas in Japan, most notably the city of Nagoya and its suburbs (see figures 1 and 2).
The Japanese earthquake preparedness system
In disaster management, the legal base for action is given by a number of acts of which the most important
is the Disaster Countermeasures Basic Act of 1961. It defines the jurisdictions and responsibilities for all
areas pertaining to disaster management: disaster plans; disaster prevention; emergency measures;
rehabilitation; declaration of state of emergency; and financial measures. In addition there is the Disaster
Relief Act, which regulates the provision of relief services on an emergency basis in cooperation with local
public entities, the Red Cross, and other actors. The Act Concerning Support for Reconstructing
Livelihood of Disaster Victims stipulates the financial support of reconstructing livelihoods of disaster
victims.
According to the Disaster Countermeasures Basic Act, the State is responsible for drafting and
implementing a plan on disaster prevention, response and recovery. The State is equally responsible for
ensuring the correct performance of disaster prevention carried out by ‘local governments, designated
national public corporations (Japan Post, Bank of Japan, Red Cross and corporations engaged in power,
gas, transportation and other public utility work), and designated local public corporations (administrators
in public utilities operating in the area of a prefecture) and others,’ 7 coordinating such activities and
ensuring an equitable distribution of disaster-related financial burdens. The responsible state actors in this
6

Japanese Cabinet Office, n.a.

7

Japanese Disaster Countermeasures Basic Act, article 3.2.
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regard are the Cabinet Office and the Minister of State for Disaster Management. The other main body is
the Central Disaster Management Council, which is chaired by the Prime Minister and comprises the
Cabinet, directors of major Japanese institutions (Red Cross, Bank of Japan, etc.) and outside experts, and
which has the main coordinating and decision-making role when it comes to promoting comprehensive
countermeasures. Furthermore, most ministries have responsibilities which relate to the formulation of
earthquake preparedness policy in their specific area, such as building codes and land use; research and
education; health care; fire brigades preparedness; resistance of critical infrastructures, etc.
The Disaster Countermeasures Basic Act further allocates responsibilities to prefectures and
municipalities. In addition to implementing the provisions of the national preparedness plan, the
prefectures shall formulate and implement a disaster prevention plan for its area, assist in the disaster
prevention activities of smaller administrative actors in the same area, and have the overall responsibility
of coordinating this activity. Municipalities (a city, town or village) shall equally formulate and implement
a disaster prevention plan. The municipality shall in addition ensure that disaster response facilities (fire
fighting agencies, flood prevention units, etc.) are maintained and sufficiently dimensioned. Disaster
prevention councils shall be established at both the prefecture and municipal level, chaired by the governor
and mayor, respectively.
Under the same legislation, designated national and local public corporations shall formulate a disaster
prevention plan in their specific business and cooperate with the relevant administrative unit (municipality,
prefecture, State) so that the latter may carry out its disaster prevention responsibilities.
Japanese authorities are currently preparing for the expected Tokai and Tonankai-Nankai earthquakes.
After an expert cost evaluation of the Tokai earthquake in 2003, an area-wide disaster reduction plan is
being established, with particular focus on warning. A cost evaluation has also been carried out for the
Tonankai-Nankai earthquakes, which was followed by the “Law on Special Measures to Promote
Preparedness for a Tonankai-Nankai Earthquake”, passed in Parliament in 2002. This law mandates the
identification of potentially heavily damaged areas, the planning of tsunami evacuation and similar
mitigation measures, and the creation of observation stations.8
Areas of concern
In the last years, Japan has undergone a series of government reforms which indirectly influences the
organisation of earthquake disaster preparedness, most prominently government decentralisation: The
Omnibus Decentralisation Act of July 1999 established and transferred more executive powers to
prefectures and municipalities. Japan has 47 prefectures and more than 2 000 municipalities as of 7
8

Japanese Cabinet Office, n.a.
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November 2005, which vary widely in population size and area. The benefits of local government to more
effectively respond to local needs have been promoted throughout the OECD area. In Japan, it was
considered that more empowerment of prefectures and municipalities would have important beneficial
effects. 9 The relationship between the State and local government should now be horizontal rather than
hierarchical, with clearly defined and separated functions. Accordingly, local government spending
responsibilities include education, social services, health care services, waste collection and disposal,
infrastructure (roads, river management, sewers), public housing and police and fire services. Furthermore,
it is an aim to streamline intergovernmental transfers in order to improve fiscal stability. A fiscal
decentralisation reform was announced for the fiscal years 2004-06. The so-called Trinity reform focuses
on three main issues:10
•

the reduction of earmarked grants (JPY 3.2 trillion for the period 2004-06)

•

decrease in block grant funds, allocated through the Local Allocation Tax (JPY 1.2 trillion in 2004,
total amount up to 2006 not yet decided)

•

increase of sub-national taxing powers (transfer of some national tax revenues to the local
governments, amounting to about JPY 3 trillion for 2004-06). The right to set local tax bases is
broader than in many OECD countries, but the use of the taxing power has been relatively limited.11

In a situation where municipalities are struggling economically, it may become a challenge to maintain a
high level of disaster preparedness, and spending on prevention measures can be hard to justify if the
administrative unit is located in an area considered ‘low-risk’. With increasing deregulation and
decentralisation, it may become more difficult for the central authorities to ensure an adequate
preparedness level at the local level in Japan.
Japan is investing considerable resources into awareness-raising in the population. The most notable
example is the ‘Disaster Prevention Day’, 1 September, a yearly event which takes place within the
framework of the ‘Disaster Prevention Week’ and which has been organised since 1982. The ‘Disaster
Prevention Week’ consists of exhibitions, drills, dissemination of information material, and aims to raise
citizen awareness about disaster preparedness. On the ‘Disaster Prevention Day’ a comprehensive
emergency drill is carried out by the government, each time in a different location in Japan. The drill can
involve several hundred thousand participants and requires the intervention of regional and local
authorities, as well as the major disaster management actors in the central government. The experiences of
the Kobe earthquake also led to an increase in citizens’ awareness. However, according to a survey on
9

OECD, 2005a, p. 125.

10

OECD, 2005a, p. 126.

11

OECD, 2005b, p. 105.
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disaster preparedness in 2002, awareness and preparedness levels have receded in the population. 13
percent of families indicated that they had made arrangements for contact after a major earthquake,
compared to 15 percent in 1999 and 17 percent in 1997.12
Finally, the assessment of disaster-management capability, at the World Conference on Disaster Reduction
in Kobe 2005, shows that capabilities vary across the spectre of prevention and mitigation activities.
Whereas the majority of prefectures confirmed to have in place communications systems and stockpiles of
supplies and equipment, only a third of the respondents replied to share information with local residents, or
to have the capacity to identify and evaluate risk. Furthermore, within the area of risk anticipation,
capabilities were particularly low on risks related to nuclear and industrial accidents (hazardous material),
both of which can be triggered by earthquakes.13

12

Japanese Cabinet Office, n.a.

13

Japanese Government, 2005, Annex 2.2-2
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II. Lessons learnt from past disasters

This section will review a number of Japanese and international earthquake events and disasters; which
have revealed a number of lessons to be learnt for future disaster preparedness. The overview is in no way
exhaustive, and focus has primarily been given to earthquake events in urban areas in OECD countries.
Special consideration is given to the Kobe earthquake in 1995.
Historic and recent examples of large-scale earthquake disasters in Japan
The deadliest earthquake in Japanese history was the Great Kanto earthquake (M=7.9) in 1923 which
destroyed two-thirds of Tokyo and all of Yokohama. More than 143 000 persons died in the earthquake
and in the subsequent fires, which caused approximately USD 68 billion in property damage, or about 10
times that of the 1995 Kobe earthquake.14 Up to 700 000 houses were completely or partially destroyed, of
which more than half were burned.15 The earthquake led to the introduction of urban planning measures to
prevent the spreading of fire. Recent earthquake damage simulations have estimated the consequences
should an earthquake of the same magnitude hit the Kanto plain today: 30 000-60 000 fatalities could be
expected, and the economic losses are almost unquantifiable – one cost estimation puts it at between 1 and
3 trillion USD. 16 The Kanto/Tokyo area has historically experienced M8 earthquakes at 2-300 years
interval, with several M7 earthquakes during the intervals.17
Other earthquakes within the last century with high death tolls were the Tonankai (M=7.9) and Nankai
(M=8.0) earthquakes in 1944 and 1946, both with more than 1 000 fatalities. In the case of the 1946
Nankai earthquake, the tsunami which accompanied the earthquake was more destructive than the
earthquake itself, with a height of 4-6 metres.18
The Kobe earthquake (also known as Hyogoken Nanbu or Great Hanshin-Awaji earthquake) of 17 January,
1995, at 05.46 a.m., is the most costly disaster to strike Japan after WWII. The earthquake had a surface
wave magnitude of 7.2, and a moment magnitude of 6.9. Maximum intensity equalled 7 on the scale of the
Japanese Meteorological Agency (JMA), which indicates an event during which people are “thrown by the
shaking and [it is] impossible to move at will”, and where even highly earthquake resistant buildings may

14

Swiss Re, 2003.

15

Non-Life Insurance Rating Organization of Japan, 2003, p. 18.

16

Swiss Re, 2003, op. cit; and Hirata, N. et al., 2001.

17

Japanese Cabinet Office/Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, 2005.

18

Japanese Headquarters for Earthquake Research Promotion, n.a.
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be severely damaged.19 It was the first time a major earthquake occurred directly underneath the centre of a
modern city – Kobe had a population of about 1.5 million people in 1995 and was the biggest port in Japan
and the sixth largest in the world.
The consequences of the event were disastrous. 6 425 persons died, about 300 000 were made homeless,
and approximately 150 000 buildings were damaged or destroyed. Fires started only minutes after the
quake and spread rapidly. A total of 148 fires were registered between 17 and 20 January, which damaged
about 660 000 m2. The port of Kobe, which was partly situated on artificial fill areas, was heavily damaged
by soil deformation (liquefaction 20 ). There was also widespread damage to critical infrastructures and
services. Main roads, railways, train and metro stations either collapsed or were seriously damaged. Gas
services were disrupted for a maximum of 2.5 months, water and wastewater services for 4 months.21 The
cost of damage to property has been estimated at USD 100 billion (1995 value) of which only around
USD 3 billion was insured.22
The high human and economic costs in Kobe were due to different factors. Although earthquakes are not
unlikely in this part of Japan, it seems that the general level of preparedness was inadequate. According to
a survey carried out by the Prime Minister’s Office in 1991, only 8.4 percent of the population in Western
Japan, where Kobe is situated, believed that a big earthquake could occur in their area, compared to 22.9
percent nation-wide.23 In line with this, a high proportion of residential and commercial buildings had a
low level of earthquake resistance. Many deaths were caused by the collapse of one- or two-floor wooden
houses, erected directly after the Second World War. There were also damages to newer, multiple-floor
buildings in reinforced concrete, whereas buildings constructed according to the revised building code of
1981, which introduced requirements of ductility,24 fared generally very well (see table 2). These results
went a long way to confirm the importance of earthquake-resistant design in buildings.
Table 2 – Performance of buildings constructed by Ohbayashi Corporation*
Pre -1971
Old Seismic
Design Code

Green Tags

Yellow Tags

Red Tags

42%

22%

36%

19

Information from the Japanese Meteorological Agency, n.a.

20

Sandy wet earth materials become fluidlike when shaken by an earthquake, US Geological Survey, 1999.

21

Risk Management Solutions, 2005, p. 5.

22

Swiss Re, 1995, p. 6.

23

Information from the Hyogo prefecture.

24

Ability to deform with catastrophic loss of strength, US Geological Survey, 1999.
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1972-80
Transitional
Period
Post-1981
New Seismic
Design Code

72%

17%

11%

84%

10%

6%

* Major constructing company in Japan.
Source: Shinozuka, 1995.

The public emergency preparedness and response management was widely criticised for slow realisation of
the extent of the disaster and insufficient cooperation with other government agencies, but it should be
noted that the conditions were extremely difficult. Members of the emergency response staff were
themselves victims of the earthquake, and management and coordination were significantly impeded by the
breakdown in transport and communications infrastructure. Furthermore, it was difficult to get access to
the most damaged areas in the older parts of Kobe, since the narrow streets were blocked by rubble and
debris from the collapsed buildings and because of the fires. The difficulties in assessing the impact at the
local level delayed the response time from central authorities. Authorities at the national level were
criticised for having rejected international offers of assistance, notably professional search and rescue
teams. The military was also deployed at a relatively late stage. In the meantime, local resources were
stretched in the attempt to cover the basic needs of more than 300 000 persons who had no accommodation
and gathered in the overcrowded shelters, search and rescue operations, and inspection of remaining
buildings.
At a more strategic level, prefectural and community planning seems to have emphasised other hazards
than earthquakes, and in all cases, had not taken into account events of such a magnitude. The pre-disaster
plan had to be replaced three days after the earthquake. 25 There also seemed to be little existing
cooperation between critical infrastructure operators and the public sector, and between the different public
agencies themselves.26
An analysis of the fatalities shows that age and gender were the determining factors of mortality in the
earthquake. The death rate of people aged 80 and more was six times that of people aged 50 and under.27
Furthermore, in the age group 60 years and above, the number of female fatalities was almost the double of
male fatalities.28 The excess deaths of elderly have been explained by the fact that many of the wooden
houses which collapsed were inhabited by an elderly population. In addition, many elderly slept on the

25

Tierney & Goltz 1997, p. 6.

26

Tierney & Goltz, op. cit., p. 5.

27

Tanida, 1996.

28

Tanida, op. cit.
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ground floor, which was more susceptible to damage than other parts of the construction. 29 There are
indications that the suffering of certain groups of elderly continued well after the disaster, and that the
elderly were subject to a higher mortality and morbidity in the shelters and in the following temporary
housing. Rises in deaths in the shelters were attributed among other things to the occurrence of pneumonia
among the older age groups. 30 There was also anecdotal evidence of suicides among the elderly in
temporary housing in the months following the earthquake.31
The reconstruction of Kobe was mainly covered by public funds. Japan’s central government allocated
about USD 58 billion in the first three years to the reconstruction of basic infrastructure, public facilities
and housing.32 Kobe city and Hyogo prefecture also created the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake Disaster
Reconstruction Fund to support victims, housing reconstruction and other restoration projects. In 1999, the
city’s economy had recovered from 75 to 90 percent of pre-earthquake capacity, according to sector.33 The
disaster led to a complete revision of Japanese earthquake disaster management.
The costliest earthquake in Japan since the Kobe earthquake occurred in the area of Niigata on October 23,
2004. The earthquake, with surface wave magnitude of 6.6 and JMA intensity of 7, claimed 40 lives, and
the economic costs were estimated to almost USD 30 billion, something which makes it one of the costliest
natural disasters in recent history.34 100 000 persons had to seek temporary shelters, and as many as 10 000
persons may have to live in temporary housing for several years.35 The area of Niigata had experienced
several earthquakes in the last 50 years, including the Great Niigata Earthquake in 1964, and there was
relatively little shake-related damage to housing. The 2004 earthquake, however, had some particular
features, which account for its high costs. First, ground acceleration, at 1.7 g (g=acceleration of gravity);
was twice that of the Kobe earthquake. This surpassed by far the existing building code, and led to
extensive infrastructure damage on most roads, bridges, railway lines, etc. For the first time, the
Shinkansen train derailed during an earthquake. 36 Second, the earthquake triggered a large number of
landslides (442 landslides registered by Niigata Prefecture). The typhoon Tokage had recently passed the
area, and it is presumed that heavy rainfall had destabilised the ground.37 The earthquake took place in a
29

Tanida, op. cit.

30

Baba et al., 1996, p. 309; and Tanida, 1996.

31

Tanida, op.cit.

32

Risk Management Solutions (RMS), 2005, p. 6.

33

RMS, op. cit, p. 7.

34

Munich Re, 2005, p. 24.

35

Earthquake Engineering Research Institute (EERI), 2005, p. 1.

36

Munich Re, 2005, op. cit., p. 22.

37

EERI, 2005, op.cit., p. 3.
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predominantly rural and earthquake-prone area – the most seriously damaged areas were the city of Ojiya
(41 000 inhabitants) and the surrounding villages of Yamakoshi (2 200 inhabitants) and Kawaguchi (2000
population 5 748). The exceptional high costs of an earthquake hitting a rural area serve as a reminder of
the destructive potential of earthquakes.
Recent earthquakes in other OECD countries
In the last 50 years, earthquakes have been the costliest of all natural hazards, both in terms of loss of
human lives and economic costs (see figure 3 below).
Figure 3 – Losses of great natural catastrophes, 1950-99
Other

Flood

Earthquake, tsunami,
volcanic eruption

Number of catastrophes 1950-99
In percent, total = 234

Windstorm

Number of fatalities, 1950-99
In percent, total = 1.4 million
1

6
29

47

45

38

27

7

Economic losses, 1950-99
In percent, total =USD 960 bn

Insured losses, 1950-99
In percent, total = USD 141 bn
6

7

18

35
6

28

70

30

Source: Munich Re, 2000.

Figure 3 shows how almost 50 percent of all fatalities and 30 percent of the economic costs from natural
catastrophes between 1950 and 1999 were due to an earthquake or an earthquake-related catastrophe
(tsunami). These high costs can to a certain extent be explained by the fact that many densely populated
areas are situated on or close to active earthquake faults.
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A number of earthquakes have stricken urban areas in OECD countries in the last 20 years. The first
earthquake to hit a ‘mega-city’ in the modern sense of the word was the Mexico City earthquake of 19
September, 1985, with a magnitude of 8.1. The economic costs were relatively modest at USD 500 million
(2004 value), but the human toll was high, at almost 10 000 fatalities. Unofficial fatality figures are close
to 30 000.38 412 buildings collapsed and 3 124 buildings were seriously damaged in the quake.39 The high
level of damage of the earthquake was probably caused by an interaction of vulnerable soil conditions and
seismic ground movement, as well as inadapted building structures.40
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, California experienced two earthquakes, both with a low number of
fatalities but very high economic costs. The Loma Prieta earthquake of 18 October 1989 occurred in the
Santa Cruz Mountains close to San Francisco with a force of 7.1 on the Richter scale. 63 persons died, and
property damage has been estimated to about USD 7 billion (2001 value), of which 1 billion was insured.41
Main causes of insured losses were soil conditions (landslides and liquefaction). 42 Five years late, the
Northridge earthquake occurred on 17 January 1994, with a force of 6.7 on the Richter’s scale. This is
considered the fourth most costly disaster ever in terms of insured losses, which amounted to
USD 17.8 billion (2004 value). There were 61 fatalities.43 High ground acceleration and the fact that the
earthquake took place close to residential areas were contributory factors to the elevated costs.44
The most serious earthquake incidents in terms of human losses in an OECD country in the last two
decades were the Marmara earthquakes in Turkey in August and November 1999, with moment
magnitudes (MW) of 7.6 and 7.2. The earthquakes claimed more than 19 000 deaths and generated insured
losses of USD 1.1 billion (2004 value).45 The number of collapsed and damaged buildings was particularly
high – more than 77 000 living and business units were heavily damaged, more than 77 000 were
moderately damaged and 90 000 were lightly damaged - about 20 000 buildings collapsed altogether.46
Non-compliance with the building code probably aggravated the disaster. A particular feature of the
Marmara earthquakes was that the area hit was heavily industrialised, with petrochemical plants and car
manufacturers. The earthquake triggered significant releases of hazardous material. 58 industrial facilities
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in the Kocaeli region reported moderate to heavy damage, and many of them also reported releases of
hazardous substances.47 One example is the Tupras oil refinery which suffered liquid gas releases, oil spills
as well as fires.
Beyond the OECD area, examples of catastrophic earthquakes are abundant, most recently in the town of
Bam in Iran (December 2003) and in the region of Kashmir of Pakistan and India (October 2005). Another
example is the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami disaster, which, in addition to catching the affected countries
completely unprepared, included a very high amount of victims of different nationalities and with totally
different needs. It was a truly global disaster.
Lessons learnt
The selected examples above point out a series of important lessons which need to be reflected upon and
integrated into future disaster preparedness and management: (1) the event may well may reach gigantic
dimensions, and may be too big for the public sector to handle on its own; especially if it also has
damaging secondary effects, such as infrastructure failures; (2) certain population groups may be more
vulnerable than others in an emergency and need to be accounted for when planning and responding to
crises; (3) the importance of building code and seismic retrofit is a recurrent theme after each earthquake.
These points will be further elaborated in the following paragraphs.
(1) Earthquakes still have a huge destructive potential
The above examples have shown how an earthquake event can completely overwhelm a city or region, in
spite of decades of progress in construction techniques and disaster management capabilities. The extent of
the disaster, in terms of area or number of victims, may come as a surprise and surpass the available relief
resources. This was the case in the Kobe disaster, where several hundred thousands of people needed
shelter, food and medical care. It was then solved by the mobilisation of volunteers from all over Japan,
cooperation with neighbouring municipalities, and deployment of the military.
An additional factor is the effect earthquakes may have on critical infrastructures, industrial facilities,
business continuity, etc. The overview of earthquake disasters shows how such secondary effects seriously
complicate the rescue and relief operations, and have great economic and human consequences, which
sometimes surpass the direct effects of the quake. These secondary effects may be more or less known. In
Japan and in other Pacific Rim countries, tsunamis and earthquakes often coincide, and a well-developed
system of detection and warning has been put in place. The Kobe earthquake, as well as the Kanto
earthquake in 1923, emphasised the devastating consequences of fires. The Loma Prieta earthquake, Kobe
47
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and 2004 Niigata earthquakes demonstrated the significance of soil conditions, and the very high economic
costs that land slides and liquefaction can produce.
All the recent major earthquakes have had a big impact on modern critical infrastructures
(telecommunication, water, power, transport). The breakdown of critical infrastructures can have direct
life-threatening consequences if depending infrastructures do not have reserve systems in place or
sufficiently secured. In the Marmara earthquakes, 200 metric tons of anhydrous ammonia was voluntarily
released to avoid tank over-pressurisation after loss of refrigeration capabilities. 48 Furthermore, critical
infrastructure failures (transport and communications) in the Kobe earthquake made it difficult to
coordinate the relief operations and had also severe economic consequences for businesses and increased
the distress of victims. Indeed, the secondary effects that earthquakes have on businesses are currently
receiving increasing attention, because of the exceptionally large costs incurred in recent years on the
businesses themselves and on insurance companies due to business interruption insurance. Business
interruption losses in Northridge and the Chi-Chi earthquake in Taiwan amounted to more than USD 6
billion and USD 1 billion respectively.49 ‘Economic disruption’ costs from the Kobe earthquake have been
estimated at USD 50 billion.50 Research after the 2001 Nisqually earthquake in the State of Washington
found that even a minor quake may have significant effects on business continuity. Of all the businesses
participating in the survey, three-thirds had to temporarily close business, and half of the respondents
suffered short-term revenue loss.51 The study furthermore found that the majority of repair and recovery
financing was ‘hidden’, in the sense that about 80 percent was covered at the company’s own expense.52
As noted, some of these effects are known and well accounted for in earthquake preparedness planning.
However, the secondary effects identified above already cover many different sectors, which would need
to cooperate closely to prevent or mitigate future events. Furthermore, the complexity and interdependence
of critical infrastructures opens up for a range of unknown consequences which need to be identified.
(2) Vulnerable segments in the population must be integrated into preparedness and emergency plans
Correct reactions and behaviour of inhabitants during and after the event may save many lives. Time is
crucial in rescue operations, and the local community should learn to help themselves in the immediate
phase after the event before they can be reached by trained personnel. In an urban setting where
telecommunications and transport systems may have broken down, it is an impossible task for relief
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workers to reach the affected population in time. Experiences from the 1985 Mexico City earthquake and
Kobe showed that the majority of victims trapped in buildings were rescued by neighbours and people in
the community. Tragically, it was recorded in the Mexico quake that there were deaths among these
volunteering rescue workers due to lack of training.
Three factors of vulnerability have traditionally been identified in emergency situations: gender, age and
disability. 53 This is widely recognised by emergency preparedness officials. In spite of high awareness,
children, elderly, women and the disabled are recurrently the principal victims of disasters. This was
illustrated by the Kobe earthquake, where about 50 percent of the fatalities were aged 60 and more, and
where female elderly were significantly overrepresented. Similar conclusions were made in the 1999
Taiwan earthquake, where old age was also identified as a contributing factor to mortality. This is an
important lesson to draw in a society where almost a third of the population will be more than 60 years in
2025.
Indeed, the major demographic challenge in Japan is population ageing. The 2000 census showed that 17
percent of the population was aged 65 or more, a share which will only grow in the future (see figure 4).
All developed and some developing countries will have a growing elderly population in the coming years,
but the trend is taking place more rapidly in Japan than elsewhere, and is also more pronounced.
Figure 4 – Share of the 65+ of the total population
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Within this group, which is admittedly highly diverse, there are some persons more vulnerable than others.
In most of the OECD countries, for instance, elderly women living on their own are among the lowest53
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earning groups and among the most vulnerable to various hazards. If current trends of single habitation and
pension reforms are carried out, their numbers might increase and their situation deteriorate. In the Kobe
earthquake, for instance, mortality was especially high in the low-cost areas with traditional, nonearthquake-proof housing, and inhabited by many elderly persons.
But gender, age and disability are not the only factors of vulnerability. Foreign temporary residents,
immigrants and tourists are groups which may lack the cultural and linguistic tools to act rapidly and
correctly in an emergency situation. A tragic example of this was the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami where
thousands of tourists and poor, often immigrant habitants on exposed coastal strips were equally helpless
when faced with the deadly threat.
(3) The importance of building code and compliance
Admittedly, building codes are not infallible. Both the Northridge and the 2004 Niigata earthquakes
generated an unexpectedly high amount of damage in regions with a high level of earthquake preparedness.
Factors such as soil characteristics may lead to unexpected construction failures. Still, the application of
state-of-the-art codes may significantly reduce damage, as was shown in the Kobe earthquake, which was
the first major test for the 1981 Japanese building code, introducing requirements of ductility. Table 2
above showed the level of destruction according to building year, and how only 6 percent of post-1981
buildings in the survey were ‘red-tagged’, compared to 36 percent of pre-1971 constructions.
The Marmara earthquakes was another reminder of the importance of building code, as the apparent spread
of faulty construction of buildings lead to a high level of damage. This shows that it is not sufficient to
endorse a technologically advanced building code, but also to put in place a system to ensure compliance.
Furthermore, it must not be forgotten that thousands of buildings, often schools and hospitals, are not
constructed according to the current building code. The importance of seismic retrofit has frequently been
underlined, especially after the Kobe earthquake, but work goes slowly.
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III. Consequences for risk management policy

The section will derive the consequences of the lessons identified in the preceding chapter, for earthquake
risk assessment, mitigation and recovery enhancement. The main emphasis will be on the Japanese
earthquake disaster preparedness system, but examples from other OECD countries will be given, where
relevant, with the aim of identifying policy solutions which are transferable to Japanese earthquake risk
management.
Consequences for risk assessment: the need to improve our understanding of earthquake risks
A precise assessment of earthquake risk and vulnerability is of utmost importance for effective disaster
prevention and preparedness. There has been a lot of progress in this field in the last years, much of which
has been technology-driven. When it comes to earthquake risk assessment, research efforts are currently
invested into the detection and mapping of undiscovered inland faults, active faults, among other things.
New technologies, such as GPS and remote sensing, have proven to be very useful in this work.
Technology has also proven helpful in the mapping of vulnerability to earthquakes. The combination of
GIS (geographic information system) and optic-fibre sensors makes it possible to monitor the structural
‘health’ of critical infrastructures (their ability to respond to ground shaking) and combine this information
with other data. Similar technology can also be used in the warning, prevention and mitigation of
earthquakes.
In a society which is experiencing significant demographic and socio-economic change, comprehensive
assessments, however, also entail to collect, integrate and regularly update a considerable amount of data
regarding the living conditions of the population. They come at a cost and are not always given priority by
decision-makers. In a context of political decentralisation, the municipalities receive an increasing bulk of
responsibility for earthquake preparedness. In principle, a municipality is well informed about its local
geography and population, but there may be shortcomings also at the municipal level. A study carried out
among municipal risk management officials in four mega-cities (Los Angeles, Mexico City, Manila and
Tokyo) found that knowledge about certain vulnerable groups was low (marginal groups like the homeless,
mentally ill and legal/illegal immigrants), which could in part be explained by a low level of cooperation
with NGOs; furthermore, the officials experienced problems in using social data; the sharing of which was
impeded by privacy laws, and the officials lacked training in using existing social data.54
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Research conducted by Wisner and Uitto in the framework of a United Nations University Project in the
late 1990s showed that Tokyo earthquake damage models took into account day- and night-time
populations, but not gender, age, or other personal characteristics. Equally, these factors were not
accounted for in the assessment of ‘evacuation risk’, i.e. time used and dangers encountered on the way to
the dedicated ‘open spaces’.55 In 1996, only one of Tokyo’s 23 ‘special wards’ (Setagaya) had incorporated
social data of any kind (identifying the share the population aged 65+) in their preparedness planning.
However, this information was used only in preparedness exercises, and not in the GIS-based vulnerability
assessment. 56 More specifically, officials at the municipal level may have little experience in disaster
preparedness and crisis management, something which may also be expressed in the planning and
assessment phase. Central and prefectural government must set aside resources and develop skills to guide
local government and private enterprises in carrying out risk and vulnerability assessments correctly.
The combination of computerised risk and vulnerability data makes it possible to model the economic and
social impact of future earthquakes, test the effectiveness of different mitigation measures and identify the
secondary effects of earthquakes in a given area and across sectors. Modelling capacity is increasingly
sophisticated, but in the course of the last decade or so, two developments have taken place which put light
on the difficulty of this work. The first issue is the notion of critical infrastructures, and that these are
interdependent. Identifying possible secondary effects is increasingly challenging when the system
becomes more complex. It is also more difficult to quantify indirect costs. Second, these critical
infrastructures are to an increasing degree privatised, something which complicates the task of obtaining
data to feed into the earthquake simulation models. For example, several private hospitals in Tokyo have in
the past been unwilling to share information to be used in risk assessments conducted by the Tokyo
Metropolitan Government.57 The number of actors has increased substantially, and the level of cooperation
with the public sector is variable.
There are no clear responses to these developments, but it seems that the public and private sector must
work more closely to exchange information and to develop a mutual relationship of trust. Public-private
cooperation will be discussed more thoroughly below in the section dedicated to recovery enhancement.
Consequences for mitigation measures
The increasing costs of natural disasters and the immense destruction caused by the Kobe earthquake show
that there is an urgent need for enhancing prevention and mitigation efforts. Japan has already revised its
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building code by introducing performance-based regulations. Whereas design criteria in conventional
building codes are based on the definition of limits on stresses and member forces, performance-based
design criteria state performance objectives, where the structure is exposed to a given level of seismic
hazard. Performance targets may be a level of stress not to be exceeded, a load, a displacement, etc.58 Plans
must be verified and confirmed by the local authority. Performance-based design has become increasingly
popular after the Northridge and Kobe earthquake, where buildings constructed to recent codes performed
satisfactorily in terms of saving lives, but economic costs from damage to property were high. 59 It is
expected that the introduction of performance-based requirements in Japan will ease administrative control
and leave more room for innovation in design and material use. 60
However, hundred thousands of buildings and structures in Japan are constructed according to outdated
codes and standards - it is estimated that about 30 percent of buildings have inadequate earthquake
protection.61 The ‘natural’ replacement time of buildings may be slow - numbers from the United States
indicate that new construction changes the American building inventory by only 1 percent a year62 - and
provisions must be made to make these constructions safe. The sharing of costs and responsibilities
between public and private actors, between central and local government and between government and
citizens, can sometimes lead to non-optimal situations if each agent pursues short-term goals. An example
is the seismic retrofit of buildings for which the sharing of responsibility is often problematic, and
incentives are weak. A European-wide study has shown that the costs of earthquake strengthening range
from 5 to 50 percent of the total rebuilding costs.63 The return period of major earthquakes (100 years and
more) is too long to make the investment worthwhile from the owner’s point of view, and is also longer
than public policy planning periods.
This is one reason why seismic retrofit was given low priority in Japan. However, this changed with the
1995 Kobe earthquake. The same year, the Law Concerning the Promotion of the Improvement of
Earthquake-Resistant Construction was enacted, which enabled the administrative guidance and instruction
and introduced financial aid for seismic retrofit of large buildings such as apartment houses, offices and
schools. In 2002, this measure was also made available to stand-alone houses.64 The subsidy covers about
16 percent of the intervention cost in stand-alone houses, and about 13 percent in apartment buildings.
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Other measures include reduced housing loans taxation and a lending programme with reduced interest
from the Housing Loan Corporation. The Central Disaster Management Council has also adopted seismic
retrofit of buildings as its first priority in the preparedness plan against the Tokai earthquake.65
It is difficult to assess whether the measures directed towards house owners have been effective. According
to recent MLIT estimations, about 11.5 million houses or 25 percent of the total housing stock has
insufficient earthquake resistance.66 This represents a 13 percentage point decrease since 1993 (see figure
5).67 In addition, the improvement has continued and even slightly accelerated since 1998, when the bulk
of the measures directed towards house-owners were introduced. The measures therefore seem to have
consolidated a trend improvement which was underway.
Figure 5 – Percentage of houses having insufficient earthquake resistance
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For non-housing buildings, the number of insufficient earthquake resistance accounts for 35 percent of the
total stock, or 1.2 million buildings. Japan is currently reviewing the safety of its school buildings, and the
Ministry of Education, Culture, Science and Technology (MEXT) estimates that almost 48 percent of
public primary and secondary schools are seismically unsafe (see figure 6).
Figure 6 – Situation of anti-earthquake measures of public elementary and lower secondary school
facilities, April 2005
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Structures of unconfirmed
earthquake resistance
63 101 buildings （48

No earthquake resistance inspection
completed
(no earthquake resistance inspection
completion rate 43.7%)
36 582
Built since
1982
47 190

Number of all
buildings
130 853

Built before 1981
83 663
（63.9％）

Earthquake resistance inspection completed
(earthquake resistance inspection completion rate
56.3%)
Earthquake-proof
buildings
20 562 （15.7％）

Buildings confirmed as nonearthquake
proof and not yet upgraded
26 519 （20 3％）

Earthquake-proof buildings
67 752 （51.8％）

Source: Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Science and Technology

The widespread destruction of schools in Pakistan and India in the earthquake of 8 October 2005
underlines the importance of earthquake-resistant schools. The OECD has published guidelines on
earthquake safety in schools, which recommend a systematic, risk-based and result-oriented approach to
earthquake safety in schools, and the establishment of measurable objectives for seismic safety, design
code and standards, and realisation plans.68
For privately owned non-housing buildings, effectively encouraging retrofitting might involve a mix of
regulatory obligations, incentives and support through public funds. First, the benefits of retrofitting are
evident, but the costs may in some cases equal reconstruction,69 while it is also a very lengthy process (see
box 2). Efforts must therefore be directed towards identifying cheap and rapid retrofitting methods.
Second, the effectiveness of retrofit policy may need to be taken into consideration. Is the current ‘soft’
incentive-giving approach yielding results, or would regulation, if feasible, be more effective?
In California, the Senate Bill SB1953 put down in 1994 structural requirements for hospital seismic safety,
with major time limits of 1 January, 2008, after which hospitals are required to ‘survive earthquakes
without collapsing or posing the threat of significant loss of life,’70 and 2030, when all existing hospitals
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shall be seismically evaluated and, if necessary, retrofitted.71 However, the law may, as a consequence,
lead to the closing of hospitals which do not comply, and which do not have the funds to carry out the
necessary changes, thus reducing patient capacity. The California Seismic Safety Commission pointed out
this risk, and the logistic challenges of rebuilding a significant number of hospitals in a limited period of
time are also noted.72 The Commission recommended in such cases to provide public financing if the
hospital can demonstrate lack of funds where need has been identified, and encourage new construction
over retrofitting. 73 The Commission has emphasised that the cost of retrofitting may be very small
compared to other losses associated with disruption and loss of productivity.74

Box 2 – Seismic retrofit costs
The American Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has identified the costs which may be incurred
when carrying out seismic retrofit on buildings. The cost breakdown and evaluation is summarised below.
Seismic retrofit costs can be divided into direct and indirect costs. Direct costs are usually covered by the owner.
Indirect costs come about as a result of the retrofit work and affect the owner, possible tenants, the community, and
other related groups. The table below shows the possible breakdown of cost categories.
Direct costs
Construction costs
Seismic related
construction costs
•
•
•
•

Structural retrofit
work
Non-structural
retrofit work
Demolition and
restoration
Damage repair

Non-seismic related
construction costs
•
•
•

System
improvements
Disabled access
improvements
Hazardous material
removal

Indirect costs
Non-construction costs
•
•
•

•
•

Project management
Architectural and
engineering design
fees
Relocation
Testing and permits

•
•
•
•
•
•

Loss of revenue during
construction
Change in property value
Occupant relocation
Change in housing stock
Social impacts
Increased rents
Reduction in affordable
housing

The direct and indirect costs are furthermore affected by the various factors that dictate the scope and nature of the
intervention.
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Seismicity

Costs of retrofit depend
on the seismic map area
which dictates the design
forces and thus often the
scope of the structural
work

Performance objectives

Performance objectives
are defined by three
general categories:
• Life safety
• Damage control
• Immediate occupancy

Structural system

Different structural
systems lead to different
costs.
The number of, extent
of, and criteria used for
retrofit activities are
typically quite different.
Masses and original
design force levels can
be different.

Occupancy class
The occupancy class can have a
cost impact, depending on
existence of large open spaces
(assembly buildings); floor
height; architectural or historic
value, etc.
Classifications:
• Assembly (theatres,
churches, etc.)
• Commercial/office
• Factory/Industrial/Warehouse
• Institutional/Educational
(schools, hospitals, prisons,
etc.)
• Mall/retail
• Parking
• Residential

The cost of the seismic retrofit is thus subject to great variation. Case studies carried out for schools in Greece suggest
a strengthening cost-ratio (direct costs as percentage of total rebuilding costs) of 10-20 percent (see table below),
whereas one study for hospitals in California, conducted by RAND Corporation, shows that the most elaborate
interventions may equal rebuilding when indirect costs are included.
Typical reconstruction cost ratios for strengthening interventions
Building
Construction
Strengthening
Country
Technique
type
type
cost-ratio
Masonry and
French
Public
Up to 50
reinforced
Antilles
buildings
percent
concrete
Masonry and
Greece
Schools
reinforced
Varies
10-20 percent
concrete
Apartments
Rubble masonry
Wall ties
5 percent
Portugal
X-bracing
16 percent
Turkey
Reinforced
Apartments
Part shear wall
20 percent
concrete
Full shear wall
34-40 percent
Eastern
Houses
Rubble masonry
Adding ties
27 percent
Turkey
Unreinforced
Wall anchors,
California,
Apartments
25 percent
masonry
etc.
US
Masonry
25 percent
Missouri,
Houses
US
Reinforced
30 percent
concrete

Sources: US Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), n.a.; RAND Corporation, 2002; Spence, 2004.
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Whereas the destructive potential of disasters grows ever bigger, central government experiences a
‘fragmentation’ of its role and areas of responsibility. Decentralisation and deregulation have allocated
disaster management responsibility to units which are small, or which are only responsible for a fraction of
the overall response chain. This clearly calls for the development of cooperation structures between
different levels of government and between public and private structures.
First, one prioritised area must be disaster response and relief. Municipalities are expected to be the first
responders to an incident, but they may quickly depend on external help. However, calling for help and
assistance from other administrative entities may be subject to bureaucratic procedures and consume
valuable time. It relies upon good inter-organisational cooperation, which is not always present, as was
illustrated by the management problems during the Kobe earthquake. In such a situation it is crucial to
develop tight partnerships with a wide range of non-government actors, be it the private sector or
volunteering organisations, as well as other administrative entities, i.e. regions (prefectures in Japan’s case)
and neighbouring municipalities.
It may also prove beneficial to develop new partnerships with citizens. Small citizen groups which develop
basic skills in life-saving and rescue operations have been encouraged after the Kobe earthquake. The
model has also been adopted in the Los Angeles with the establishment of CERTs (Community Emergency
Response Team). Such groups will complement and not replace government rescue activities, but it is
widely acknowledged that community assistance is most important in the first hours of an earthquake. In
that regard, it is important to do more than just encourage the establishment of citizen groups. Studies have
shown that recruitment is low among vulnerable population groups. Furthermore, the level of activity in
groups is very variable. Therefore, such groups need to be followed up actively by either the municipality
or non-government organisations.
Second, business sector continuity during disasters is increasingly important. Certain business activities,
notably the operation of critical infrastructures, are crucial for rescue operations, for the continued
functioning of the hit community (provision of water and power), and for continued operation of other
businesses. Particular requirements to business continuity must therefore be made to critical infrastructure
operators. In an increasingly competitive environment, such requirements may have to be laid down in
formal legislation, to make operators liable to take the necessary measures, and to create an even playing
field.
In addition, it is quite common in OECD countries that the major operators of critical infrastructures are
organised in sectoral councils, in order to share information and experiences between themselves and with
the public sector to ensure a high level of preparedness.
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Furthermore, the rising business interruption costs are threatening economic sustainability – not only in the
affected business sectors but in the insurance sector. Indeed, the financial difficulties experienced by the
insurance-reinsurance companies in recent years, especially after the New York terrorist attacks in 2001,
have raised questions about the insurability of such “mega-disasters”. A major earthquake hitting Tokyo
would be an extreme event in that regard. The business community must thus be encouraged to prepare
better for disasters, most notably by developing business continuity plans (BCP), but also through other
measures such as awareness-raising and the creation of sectoral networks.
This is a difficult task. Experiences from natural disasters in the United States indicate that there is only a
weak correlation between disaster preparedness (experience of previous disasters, the existence of business
recovery plan) and business recovery. 75 Several possible causes are proposed. First, the preparedness
measures carried out were not sufficient – not enough time was invested into the planning; second, the
measures were directed towards saving lives, not maintaining business continuity; and third, the planning
did not cover a back-up location for off-site disruption.76
Only big companies can afford to maintain permanent back-up sites and equipment. While Small and
Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs) are at the same time more vulnerable to disasters than bigger
companies, they have less resources and expertise to develop and apply BCPs. The specific needs of SMEs
could be met by efforts to raise awareness and inform about disaster preparedness and mitigation. Small
companies could also be encouraged to pool their resources and create sector self-help groups. Examples
of such groups are scarce when it comes to natural disasters. In the area of information security and
information incident preparedness, groups such as CERTs (Computer Emergency Response Teams) or
WARPs (Warning, Advice and Reporting Points) are public, public-private or entirely private structures
which share information among members and in some cases also have an emergency response capacity.
It may be time to reflect on the sharing of costs from disasters between individuals, the public and private
sectors. The economic repercussions of the earthquake may be of national or international dimensions, and
of such dimensions that it threatens economic stability. Several of the earthquakes reviewed in the first part
of the paper had a significant fiscal impact (see table 4). In the cases of Turkey and Japan, the fiscal costs
of the earthquake disaster amounted to 1-2 percent of GDP.
Table 4 – Economic losses and fiscal impact of selected earthquake events
Event
1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu

Losses
USD 130 billion (1995 value),
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Fiscal impact
USD 70 billion in 1994
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earthquake1

insured loss: USD 3 billion
(2002 value)

USD 100 billion in 1995
1-2 percent of GDP in the fiscal
year and the year following the
earthquake

1994 Northridge earthquake2

Direct losses: USD 41.8 billion
Indirect losses: USD 7.7 billion
Insured losses: USD 13.9 billion

Total federal expenditure:
USD 13 billion

1999 Marmara earthquakes1

USD 6-10 billion (World Bank)
Insured losses: USD 1-2 billion
(2002 value)

USD 1.8 billion in 1999
USD 4.2 billion in 2000
1-1.9 percent of GNP in the
fiscal year and the following
year

1. Source: OECD, 2004.
2. Source: Petak, 2000.

Costs of disasters have increased rapidly in the 1990s and there are reasons to believe that the trend will
continue. While the US Emergency Management Agency, FEMA, spent USD 7 billion (2001 fiscal year
value) on federal disaster assistance between 1978 and 1989, it spent almost five times more, USD 39
billion in the next 12-year period ending in 2001.77
Table 4 shows a great variation in insured losses across countries. In California, insurance penetration has
traditionally been high and the main economic burden of the Northridge earthquake was carried by
insurance companies (68 percent of all reimbursed losses),78 which saw insured losses tripling the total
earthquake premiums collected by California insurers in the 25 years preceding the disaster.79 This led to a
reorganisation of the insurance system in California, and ultimately, reduced coverage and higher
premiums. As a result, earthquake insurance penetration dropped significantly. The current low levels of
insurance penetration have raised concerns, and attempts have recently been made to extend penetration,
with the California Earthquake Authority reducing premiums. By contrast, in Japan costs from earthquake
events are mainly carried by the government and private citizens and companies. The number of insurance
holders has, however, increased significantly since the Kobe earthquake, and today, about 17 percent of
Japanese households have earthquake insurance.80 Coverage is relatively limited.
Strategic Issues
The potential secondary effects of earthquakes need to be integrated into all phases of earthquake
preparedness, from risk and vulnerability assessment, to mitigation planning and recovery enhancement.
77

US General Accounting Office (GAO), 2002, p. 4.

78

Petak, 2000, p. 10.

79

Ibid.

80

Earthquake Engineering Research Institute, EERI, 2005, p. 11.
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This requires firstly an institutional capacity to learn from past disasters and integrate this into future
preparedness policy. There are several examples of institutional bodies with a ‘learning’ capacity. This
applies to the California Seismic Safety Commission, and also the relatively recent Organisation for
Technical Investigation in Japan.
Furthermore, it would be important to develop a similar capacity for new, long-term trends and unexpected
developments. Many OECD countries are trying to integrate elements of anticipation in their risk
management systems. One example is the UK’s emphasis on futures research after the foot-and-mouth
disease outbreak and its heavy costs showed that the preparedness system was outdated and inadequate to
handle the situation. The method is called horizon scanning and tries to “anticipate and prepare for new
risks and opportunities through the systematic study of new developments in science and society.”81
There must also be a well-functioning cooperation along sectors, and earthquake preparedness need to be
mainstreamed into all relevant areas. When it comes to releases of hazardous goods, for instance, the
California Accidental Release Prevention Program (CalARP) is aimed at preventing industrial accidents
caused by earthquakes. The Program requires off-site worst case analyses of potential chemical releases as
well as planning for hazardous materials releases, but it also explicitly requires consideration of
earthquake-caused releases of hazardous substances. Special guidelines provide specific recommendations
on seismic design at chemical facilities. In Japan, earthquake-mitigation measures have been integrated
into railway transport through UrEDAS (Urgent Earthquake Detection and Alarm System), which is used
on the Shinkansen and conventional trains. When the system detects tremors, the train’s power is shut off.
A more recent measure is SUPREME, launched in 2001 by Tokyo Gas. Through the installation of sensors,
a remote earthquake observation device and a remote breaker unit, the gas can be shut off.82 In the case of
Japan, several ministries have responsibilities when it comes to implementation of policies related to
earthquake preparedness. The Central Disaster Management Council is important when it comes to highlevel cooperation, but efforts must also be made to ensure that coordination and cooperation takes place at
the operational level.
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UK Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs, n.a.

82

Japanese Government, 2005, p. 7.
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Conclusion and proposal for the second phase of the Project

The report has tried to show that there is no such thing as an earthquake-proof society. Technological
advances in engineering may have increased earthquake resistance, but some segments of our societies are
at the same time becoming more vulnerable should a disaster occur. There are several reasons for this.
First, populations and economic assets concentrate even more in areas which are greatly exposed to natural
disasters. This increases the destructive capacity of a geographically limited event, which may even reach
global dimensions.
Second, the population itself is undergoing fundamental change. The population groups which are
traditionally most vulnerable in emergency situations grow in proportion to the rest of the population. This
is especially the case for the elderly, but probably also applies to the homeless and immigrants (legal and
illegal).
Third and finally, the government is giving away traditional policy- and decision-making capacity to local
government and to the private sector. This can lead to efficiency gains by many aspects, but it also means
that new responsibilities have to be defined and taken in the area of risk management.
It is proposed to further investigate these issues in the second phase of the Project, based on a selfassessment of earthquake management procedures by the Japanese government. To conduct the selfassessment, two questionnaires have been developed, and are presented in Annex 3 to this study.
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Annex 1: Overview of Japan’s earthquake risk management system

Functional layers

Actions
Sector-specific risk and
vulnerability assessment

Authorities

•

Cabinet Office

•

Central Disaster Management Council

•

Affected ministries

•

Cabinet Office

•

Central Disaster Management Council

•

Prefectures

•

Municipalities

•

Affected ministries

•

Cabinet Office

•

Central Disaster Management Council

•

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport

•

Prefectures

•

Municipalities

•

Cabinet Office

•

Affected ministries, in particular Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure and Transport,

•

Prefectures (Coastal Defence)

•

Affected ministries, in particular Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and
Technology, Ministry of Health, Labour and
Welfare

•

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport

Assessment
Risk assessment concerning
secondary effects of earthquakes
(critical infrastructures,
hazardous material release, etc.)

Policy decisionmaking

Resource allocation (and costbenefit considerations)

Strategic co-ordination and
supervision

Framework
conditions

Building codes, land use

Legal and regulatory framework
Create, improve and adapt
protective mechanisms

Protection

Seismic retrofit

Research and development

Information and
early warning

Awareness-raising among public
and private actors and general
public

•

Cabinet Office

•

Prefectures

•

Municipalities

•

Japan Meteorological Agency

•

Municipalities

•

Prefectures

•

Municipalities

•

Private organisations

•

Fire brigades

•

Police

•

Defence Agency

•

Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare

•

Medical Services

•

Cabinet Office

•

Insurance sector

•

Affected ministries

Warning

Evacuation and
rescue

Recovery
enhancement
Feedback and
organisational
change
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Annex 2: The related legal and regulatory framework

Legislative framework

Enforcement authority

Disaster Countermeasures Basic Act

Cabinet office

Law on Special Measures to Promote
Preparedness for Tonankai-Nankai Earthquakes

Cabinet office

Disaster Relief Act

Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare

Act Concerning Support for Restructuring
Livelihood of Disaster Victims

Cabinet office

Legislative frameworks listed here are the ones that are referred to in the text.

Annex 3: Self-assessment questionnaire

Based on the analysis, the study has identified a number of challenges for the various phases of earthquake
disaster management in the coming years. It is proposed to further investigate these issues in the second
phase of the Project, based on a self-assessment of earthquake disaster management procedures by the
Japanese government. To conduct the self-assessment, two questionnaires will be developed for public
administrations to self-assess and take stock of their earthquake preparedness policies:

•

A general questionnaire on the institutional organisation of earthquake preparedness policies at
the State level, focusing on clarity and consistency of the legal framework when it comes to
defining roles and responsibilities, and on coordination with other administrative and private
actors.

•

A questionnaire to the prefectures and municipalities, with particular focus on existing resources
and capabilities of elaborating and maintaining a viable earthquake preparedness policy.

Each layer will be scrutinised with regard to coherence of organisation (definition of roles and
responsibilities, communication and co-ordination between the major players, links with other pertinent
layers, etc.), effectiveness in achieving objectives (adequate consideration of all tasks, use of relevant tools,
etc), and openness to external sources (communication with stakeholders, international cooperation).83 For
each layer, the questionnaire will also address the major orientations of the Japanese earthquake risk
management policy, as overviewed in the first part of the study, as well as the challenges identified in the
third part.

83

See complete evaluation criteria in OECD, 2003.

A. General Questionnaire

A.1. Risk assessment
Main actors: Cabinet Office; Central Disaster Management Council; Affected Ministries.
A.1.a. Roles and responsibilities in earthquake risk and vulnerability assessment
•

Please describe the role and responsibilities of your organisation with regard to the assessment
of the following points:
o

earthquake risk

o

vulnerability of physical structures to earthquakes

o

vulnerability of population groups to earthquakes

o

secondary effects of earthquakes and its ensuing risks and vulnerabilities

o

integrating the results of the identified risks and vulnerabilities in a central cost
and damage assessment

o
•

other

Please describe the way in which your organisation is structured and the resources it devotes in
order to fulfil this role. In support of your reply, please provide organisational charts, statistics,
activity reports and any other information deemed useful.

•

Which other actors cooperate with your organisation in assessing earthquake risk and
vulnerability at the State level? At prefecture level? At municipal level? Private and nongovernment actors? Please describe the coordination and communication channels.

•

Does the current legislation create any obligations to monitor the points identified above
(earthquake risk, etc.)

A.1.b. Risk assessment methods
•

•
•

Please describe existing programmes aimed at
o

Identifying, monitoring and evaluating earthquake risks

o

Detecting vulnerabilities in physical structures

o

Detecting and monitoring new and existing vulnerable groups in the population

o

Identifying secondary effects of earthquakes, including business interruption costs

o

Integrating different types of risk and vulnerability data

How is data collected for the above categories? (From where, how often, etc.)
Are there any obstacles to the collection of data (confidentiality issues, privately-owned
information; etc.)? If so, please elaborate your answer.

•

Please describe ongoing or planned research programmes regarding earthquake and risk and
vulnerability assessment tools.
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•

Please describe any other method or tool used to assess earthquake risk and vulnerability.

A.1.c. Self-assessment
•

How do you evaluate the Japanese population’s exposure to earthquakes, taking into
consideration
o

The different measures implemented after the Great Hanshin Awaji earthquake

o

Societal developments in the last 10 years (ageing populations, changes in
population income, etc.)

o

Technological developments of the last 10 years (increasing interdependence of
critical infrastructures, society’s dependence on telecommunications)

•

In which area(s) do you feel that more information would be needed regarding the earthquake
risks and the vulnerability of structures and population groups?

A.2. Principles of strategic decision-making
Main actors: Cabinet Office, Central Disaster Management Council; Affected Ministries
A.2.a.. Roles and responsibilities in decision-making
•

Please describe the roles and responsibilities in designing and implementing national strategies
for earthquake risk reduction and earthquake vulnerability reduction (of physical structures and
population groups (elderly, etc.))?

•

What are the coordination and communication channels between the entities?

A.2.b. The decision-making process
•

How are priorities defined and targets set at the national level?

•

What are the programmes and implementation plans related to these targets?

•

What are the overall public resources devoted to earthquake risk and vulnerability reduction?
What is the share of these resources of the overall spending on overall natural disaster risk and
vulnerability reduction?

•

Which stakeholders are consulted during the decision-making process, and how?

•

At what stage, if any, are the costs, benefits and risks of alternative solutions considered?

•

How are financial resources allocated to the measures in support of earthquake risk and
vulnerability assessment? Please make a distinction between the various levels of government
(State, prefecture and municipality) and between sources of funding (State or local taxes, earmarked funds, etc.)

A.3. Protection
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Main actors: Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Affected Ministries, in particular Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology; Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare
A.3.a. Building code policies
•

Please describe the roles and responsibilities for formulating and implementing building code
policies in Japan?

•

Please describe the way in which your organisation is structured and the resources it devotes in
order to fulfil this role. In support of your reply, please provide organisational charts, statistics,
activity reports and any other information deemed useful.

•

Please describe recent evolutions in building code in Japan. Which are the underlying objectives
for change, and what are the expected effects of a change?

•

How is the formulation of building codes for buildings and physical infrastructures linked to
earthquake risk assessment and lessons learnt from previous earthquakes in and outside Japan?
Please indicate communication and coordination channels.

•

What are the average delays of formulating a building code before this is translated into actual
policy?

•

What is the renewal rate of buildings in Japan per year?

•

Which are the mechanisms for enforcing building codes in Japan? Is there a difference in the
treatment of public and private buildings?

A.3.b. Land use policies
•

Please describe the roles and responsibilities in designing and implementing land use policies in
Japan?

•

Please describe the way in which your organisation is structured and the resources it devotes in
order to fulfil this role. In support of your reply, please provide organisational charts, statistics,
activity reports and any other information deemed useful.

•

Which are the land use criteria defined by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport and
others, in relation to earthquake risk and vulnerability?

•

Please describe possible recent evolutions in land use policy in Japan. Which are the underlying
objectives for change, and what are the expected effects of a change?

•

How is the formulation of land use policies linked to earthquake risk assessment and lessons
learnt from previous earthquakes in and outside Japan? Please indicate communication and
coordination channels.

•

Do these criteria refer to risk assessments elaborated by local/central authorities?

•

Which are the enforcement mechanisms for land use policies?

A.3.c. Seismic retrofit
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•

Please describe the roles and responsibilities in designing and implementing seismic retrofit
policies in Japan?

•

Please describe the way in which your organisation is structured and the resources it devotes in
order to fulfil this role. In support of your reply, please provide organisational charts, statistics,
activity reports and any other information deemed useful.

•

Please describe possible recent evolutions in seismic retrofit policy in Japan. Which are the
underlying objectives for change, and what are the expected effects of a change?

•

How is the formulation of seismic retrofit policies linked to earthquake risk assessment and
lessons learnt from previous earthquakes in and outside Japan? Please indicate communication
and coordination channels.

•

Which are the existing policies in place to encourage the seismic retrofit of
o

Public constructions

o

Private non-housing constructions

o

Private housing

o

Other constructions

•

Are these actions coordinated with those of other organisations? Please describe.

•

Has a legislative framework been put in place to allocate responsibility and liability for seismic
retrofit of buildings? If so, please describe.

•

Please inform about current or planned research programmes for the seismic retrofit of buildings
and the resources devoted to this activity.

A.3.d.Self-assessment
•

How do you evaluate the current legislative framework in Japan concerning land use, building
codes and seismic retrofit? Is the legislation ‘fit for purpose’?

•

Are there any obstacles to the correct implementation of land use, building code and seismic
retrofit policies? If so, please elaborate.

•

How has the legal and regulatory framework evolved in the last 10 years, taking into
consideration experiences from the Great Hanshin-Awaji earthquake, public sector
decentralisation, etc.?

A.4. Information and early warning
Main actors: Japan Meteorological Agency; Cabinet Office
A.4.a. Awareness-raising among the general public
•

Please describe the role and responsibilities of your organisation with regard to awarenessraising activities vis-à-vis the general public
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•

Please describe the way in which your organisation is structured and the resources it devotes in
order to fulfil this role. In support of your reply, please provide organisational charts, statistics,
activity reports and any other information deemed useful.

•

Which other actors cooperate with your organisation with regard awareness-raising activities at
State level? At prefecture level? At municipal level? Please describe the coordination and
communication channels.

A.4.b. Awareness-raising among public and private actors
•

Please describe the role and responsibilities of your organisation with regard to awarenessraising activities vis-à-vis public (prefectures, municipalities) and private actors (infrastructure
operators, etc.).

•

Please describe the way in which your organisation is structured and the resources it devotes in
order to fulfil this role. In support of your reply, please provide organisational charts, statistics,
activity reports and any other information deemed useful.

•

Which other actors cooperate with your organisation with regard to such activities at State level?
At prefecture level? At municipal level? Please describe the coordination and communication
channels.

A.4.c. Warning
•

Please describe the role and responsibilities of your organisation with regard to earthquake
warnings.

•

Please describe the way in which your organisation is structured and the resources it devotes in
order to fulfil this role. In support of your reply, please provide organisational charts, statistics,
activity reports and any other information deemed useful.

•

Which other actors cooperate with your organisation with regard to warning activities at State
level? At prefecture level? At municipal level? Please describe the coordination and
communication channels.

A.4.d. Self-assessment
•

How you evaluate the Japanese population’s preparedness for a major earthquake? Has the level
of preparedness increased or decreased in the last 10 years?

A.5. Evacuation and rescue
Main actors: Private Organisations, Fire Brigades, Police, Defence Agency, Ministry of Health, Labour
and Welfare, Medical Services
A.5.a. Roles and responsibilities
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•

Please describe the role and responsibilities of your organisation with regard to earthquakeinduced evacuation and rescue activities

•

Please describe the way in which your organisation is structured and the resources it devotes in
order to fulfil this role. In support of your reply, please provide organisational charts, statistics,
activity reports and any other information deemed useful.

•

Which other actors cooperate with your organisation with regard to evacuation and rescue
activities at State level? At prefecture level? At municipal level? Please describe the coordination
and communication channels.

•

How is the formulation of evacuation and rescue plans linked to earthquake risk and
vulnerability assessments and lessons learnt from previous earthquakes in and outside Japan
(evacuation of particular population groups)? Please indicate communication and coordination
channels.

A.5.b. Self-assessment
•

How do you assess the response capacity of your own organisation?

•

How you do assess the overall response capacity of earthquake rescue organisations in Japan?

•

Do you consider that the population has changed over the last 10-20 years, and that this has
consequences for earthquake disaster evacuation and rescue? Please describe.

A.6. Recovery enhancement
Main actors: Cabinet Office, Insurance Sector
A.6.a. Earthquake losses mitigation
•

Please describe the efforts of your organisation to encourage the development of business
continuity plans among
o

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises

o

Large Corporations

o

Operators of critical infrastructures

•

Please describe the policy tools (legal incentives, tax, awareness-raising, other)

•

Are there any other policies in place to mitigate economic losses of earthquake disasters? Please
describe.

•

Are there policies in place to encourage earthquake losses mitigation among individuals? Please
describe.

A.6.b. Earthquake insurance
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•

Please describe the current earthquake insurance scheme in Japan (percentage of insurance
penetration among Japanese households; coverage of insurance policy, insurance financing, State
implication, etc.).

•

Are there any policies to encourage earthquake insurance, directed towards
o

Home owners

o

Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises

o

Other

A.6.c. Compensation of victims
•

Please describe the policies and legislation in place for victim compensation and reconstruction

•

Of all reconstruction costs, which share is paid by the individuals, the State and the private
sector?

A.6.d. Self-assessment
•

Do you consider that the current compensation system in Japan is capable of recovering from a
‘mega-scale’ earthquake (<M.7 in Tokyo)?

•

In your opinion, is the current compensation system equitable, or does it particularly hit certain
groups of the population, or business sectors?

•

Has this changed in the last 10 years? How are the prospects for the next 20 years?

A.7. Feedback and organisational change
Main actors: Affected Ministries
•

Please describe the role and responsibilities of your organisation with regard to feedback and
organisational change.

•

Please describe the way in which your organisation is structured and the resources it devotes in
order to fulfil this role. In support of your reply, please provide organisational charts, statistics,
activity reports and any other information deemed useful.

•

Which other actors cooperate with your organisation with regard to such activities at State level?
At prefecture level? At municipal level? Please describe the coordination and communication
channels.

•

Please indicate how results of this activity is integrated into existing policies in
o

The other policy layers (Assessment, decision-making, etc.)

o

The different earthquake preparedness and mitigation disciplines (land use, building codes,
seismic retrofit, research, etc.)

o

Are there past examples where experience feedback has led to organisational change?
Please give examples.
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o

How are international practices and experiences used in evaluating and elaborating
Japanese earthquake preparedness policy?

o

Do channels exist for the private sector, NGOs or citizens to provide feedback on existing
structures and policies? Please give examples.
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B. Questionnaire to prefectures and municipalities

B. 1. Risk and vulnerability assessment
•

Please describe your role and responsibilities in assessing risks and vulnerabilities regarding
earthquake disasters, and in communicating this information to your local and regional
stakeholders, including the population.

•

Of these activities, which are implementation of decisions from the central administration and
the prefecture and which draw from the municipality’s sole responsibility in this area?

•

What is the organisational structure in place to fulfil these responsibilities?

•

Please provide available data on the municipality’s specific resources corresponding to these
functions (grants from the central government, taxes, etc.)

•

Please describe the methods and tools you use to carry out risk and vulnerability analyses. Do
you receive training in conducting such analyses?

•

How do you evaluate the quality of the data used in the risk and vulnerability analyses? Who
collects the data?

•

How often are risk and vulnerability analyses updated?

B.2. Policy decision-making
B.2.a. Resource allocation
•

Please indicate, as percentage of total budgetary spending, the resources devoted to earthquake
preparedness.

•

Please indicate the funding sources of your spending on earthquake prevention. Is it mainly from
your own local government budget, or via central government grants? Are the latter grants (if
any) earmarked (attached to predetermined measures)?

•

What is the balance between prevention and emergency response policies in your budget?

B.2.b. Strategic coordination and supervision
•

Please describe your role and responsibilities when it comes to designing and implementing
prevention and preparedness policies in the area of earthquakes.

•

Of these activities, which are implementation of decisions from the central administration and
the prefecture and which draw from the municipality’s sole responsibility in this area?

•

What is the organisational structure in place to fulfil these responsibilities?

•

How do the relevant services inside your municipality (rescue, buildings and infrastructures,
education, social and health services, other) cooperate on earthquake disaster risk prevention
and preparedness?
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•

Please describe the coordination and communication channels with other government actors
when it comes to designing and implementing policy (other actors in local government, central
government).

B.3. Framework conditions
B.3.a. Land use policies
•

Please indicate the main principles and criteria (and existing legislation) for designing and
implementing land use policies, in relation to earthquake preparedness.

•

How do you assess your room for manoeuvre vis-à-vis central authorities when it comes to
designing land use policies?

•

If there are national principles and criteria of land use, how does the central government monitor
their implementation at the local level (in your prefecture/municipality)?

B.3.b. Building codes
•

Please indicate the main principles and criteria (and existing legislation) for designing and
implementing building codes, in relation to earthquake preparedness?

•

How does the central government encourage and monitor the implementation of building codes
at the local level (in your prefecture/municipality)?

B.4. Protection
•

Please describe the main policies of structural protection against earthquakes in your
prefecture/municipality. Please indicate whether these policies have been designed at the
municipality, regional or state level.

•

What is the organisational structure in place to fulfil these responsibilities?

•

Please provide available data on the municipality’s specific resources corresponding to these
functions (grants from the central government, taxes, etc.)

•

Who has the responsibility for the maintenance of earthquake defence structures?

B.5. Information and early warning
•

How do you get your information concerning earthquake risks, methods of organising
preparedness activities, necessary prevention measures, and so on?

•

Do you exchange information with other government and/or private actors on these issues, and if
yes, how?

B.6. Evacuation and rescue
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•

Please describe your role and responsibilities with regard to evacuation and rescue of populations
and structures in earthquake disasters?

•

What is the organisational structure in place to fulfil these responsibilities?

•

Please describe the main coordination and communication channels with prefectural and
governmental organisations participating in evacuation and rescue.

B.7. Self-assessment
B.7.a. The general situation
•

What are the major challenges faced by your municipality in preventing and preparing for
earthquake disasters? What are their causes?

•

How has the physical and social vulnerability to earthquakes evolved in the past 10 years?

•

How do you expect these vulnerabilities to evolve in the next 10 years in your municipality?

B.7.b. Own capacity
•

How do you evaluate your municipality’s capacity to fulfil its responsibilities regarding
earthquake disaster preparedness?
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